INFINITE POSSIBILITIES.
ONE FAMILY.
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RICH’S BBQ PORK

Rich’s Pulled Pork Bar-B-Q is packed with traditional-style tomato-based sauce combining
sweet, smoky and spicy flavor with a hint of pepper. Simply thaw, heat and serve.

PULLED PORK
TRADITIONAL SAUCE - BAGS

PULLED PORK
TRADITIONAL SAUCE - TRAYS
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RICH’S WHIPPED
TOPPING SOLUTIONS
RICH’N SMOOTH™ TROPIC
A fresh cream alternative with a rich creamy colour,
vanilla flavour and a light, fluffy texture that offers
superior stability and ease of use.

RICH’N SMOOTH™ CHOCOLATE
Much more than just an ideal icing to use in place of
scratch buttercream for decorating cakes and tortes.
This liquid icing offers consistent quality and robust
performance for signature creations.

AVOSET® POUR’N WHIP®
Easily get the smooth, rich and creamy taste of dairy
topping but without any handling problems of using
dairy products.

GOLD LABEL™
A liquid topping that was developed for high volume
and cost-sensitive operators with outstanding yield
and unmatched stability.

RICH’S VERSATIÉ:
With smooth texture, neutral taste and pleasant
creamy note, Rich’s Versatié is the ideal all-in-one
coking, pouring, whipping solution for both sweet
and savory applications.
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RICH’S VEGAN WHIPPED
TOPPING SOLUTIONS
RICH’S CAFÉ WHIP
Vegan whipped topping cream made from
coconut milk.

RICH’S WHIP TOPPING BASE
Blended perfectly with any liquid for endless recipes.
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RICH’S UNICED CUPCAKES
Offer a clean, simple and premium frozen cupcake solution for your own
decoration style.

RICH’S VANILLA UNICED CUPCAKES
Naturally flavored, with a light and moist texture and
a sweet flavor profile with egg and vanilla notes.

RICH’S CHOCOLATE UNICED CUPCAKES
A light and moist texture and a sweet flavor profile
with clean milk chocolate notes.

RICH PRODUCTS AUSTRALIA
Unit 13, 78 Reserve Road, Artarmon, New South Wales, Australia 2064
T: +61 (2) 9437 9577 – W: www.richproducts.com.au – E: customerserviceanz@rich.com

ONE BLENDER.
INFINITE POSsIBILITIES.

F’real Self-serve:

Authentic taste. f’real joy.

F’real Foodservice:

Thickshakes, smoothies &
bowls in seconds!

Visit

freal.com.au for further information

